
8/11/21:  Before last night’s Harford County Council meeting, 
I traveled to Baltimore County to support our neighboring 
students, parents, and community. It was great to see such a 
passionate group congregate.  
 
I then sat silently (this time) at the County Council meeting and 
observed a great public turnout for an out-of-session meeting 
by the council. 

 
In all honesty, I did have higher hopes and expectations of 

the County Council, especially after a summer watching many of these same people interact. 
Needless to say, during the meeting most stayed quiet, and kept the status quo. 
 
There’s a phrase used over the last year, ‘we are in unprecedented times.’ Well yes, we are, 
and it’s not the pandemic. We can cope and grow around that.  
 
We are in a fight to restore society, our community, and our future. We the People should have 
control over our livelihood, property, family, and destiny.  This must never be forgotten, and this 
is our fight.  
 
This is not a political fight, Rep vs Dem, or for personal name recognition.  We must understand 
the current situation and ensure the future does not include the amount of government oversight 
we currently are experiencing, or what is being proposed.  
 
The agenda for freedom in the USA is simple, it is We the People, our communities, neighbors, 
family, and friends. The time is now for our county to respect our great history and restore 
individual rights and freedoms--the reason why so many people desired to move here.  
 
Our schools are failing, our county is growing uncontrollably, our communities are being torn 
apart and divided by toxic Critical Race Theory tribalism, and no urgency or action is exhibited 
by our elected representatives at any level.  
 
This is not the agenda that is needed for Harford County. This county is built by its citizens, 
values and principles, our families, communities, and neighbors. Bring back the high school 
rivalries and not the sheer community and racial divide. Harford County has so much more to 
offer than what’s currently on the menu.  
 
Josh Koziol     
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